Magazine Article Draft Success Criteria Checklist

Criteria for Draft Success:

❑ **ON DRAFTING DAY ONE**, I double checked that my facts were accurate and came from a credible source before I start organizing my ideas.

❑ **ON DRAFTING DAY ONE**, I filled in information for each box in the tree chart diagram above before I start writing my magazine article in my writer’s journal or typed draft.

❑ **ON DRAFTING DAYS ONE AND TWO**, I transferred all of my information from my tree chart into my writer’s journal for the first draft of my magazine article.

❑ **ON DRAFTING DAY ONE**, I introduced my topic in my first paragraph in my writer’s journal.

❑ **ON DRAFTING DAY ONE AND TWO**, I expounded on my topic in my 2nd, 3rd, and 4th paragraph in my writer’s journal or typed draft.

❑ **ON DRAFTING DAY TWO**, I provided headings for my paragraphs.

❑ **ON DRAFT DAY TWO**, I composed my conclusion.

❑ **ON DRAFTING DAY TWO**, I selected the second genre for inclusion in my final product, and I began working on it, using my research from the first lessons in this unit.

❑ I have at least 4 sentences in each of my paragraphs.

❑ I use new vocabulary and clearly define it in my writing.